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The first collection of its kind, Faith For All, is an inspiring showcase at the intersection

of fashion and faith. Faith For All magnifies the things closest to your heart, allowing you

to hold on to your faith wherever life takes you.

Irwin Sternberg is an award-winning creator of the iconic Jerry Garcia Neckwear.

He presents a lifestyle company, Faith For All. Capturing brilliant, never-before-seen

images of authentic faith-based symbols and icons, Sternberg redesigns limited-edition

collections of bracelets, masks, apparel, and lighting fixtures.

These unique and beautiful designs, microscopic images, of faith-based symbolic

icons contain verses such as the Masada Rock, The Dead Sea, Holy Water, Frankincense,

Wine, and more. Stunning and subtle, these images emphasize the universal nature of

spirituality.

It’s worth noting that Sternberg, a marketing visionary and philanthropist, has

generated millions of dollars over the years for such dynamic charities as The

Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation, Mothers Against Drunk Driving - MADD, The

Jimmy V Foundation for Cancer Research (founded by Jim Valvano) and many other.

Sternberg’s life highlight occurred alongside the Dalai Lama, who presented

Sternberg with a Tibetan prayer scarf. Together they honored the contributions toward

Tibetan health care through Sternberg’s Ties for Tibet collections. "This blending of

fashion and faith has been running through my mind for the better part of my life, and it's

glorious to see it come to fruition," Sternberg reflected. “Faith for All will empower

people to wear and surround themselves with their faith...” The use of photomicrography

to capture beautiful abstract explosions of crystallized patterns and colors from

authentic images of spiritual icons unite science, education, and health.

"I've known Irwin for over 20 years. He has a wonderful knack for creating the

unique to energize people, drawing them in and inspiring them," says Martin Savage,

longtime CNN broadcaster. "His latest breakthrough merging fashion and spirituality

comes at a time when many in the world need to feel uplifted. It's a great idea, and I'm

not surprised - Irwin's got a million of them."
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Faith For All tells unique stories that re-contextualize how people express their

beliefs, showing each spiritual icon’s universal relevance. And how the meaning of each

spiritual icon holds. These subtle, understated expressions of faith allow the wearer to

feel the beauty of their spirituality. Each new Faith for All collection will honor different

religions with their meaningful icons.

Of course, Faith For All products also raise funds for worthy causes, the Covid-19

response fund and Biobus, a mobile laboratory that helps students discover, explore and

pursue the field of science.
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